gone, your presence and energy was not lost. And Tony Sutowski, Adam Krueger, and
Ben Anzelc: The solvers of problems, both large and small. Also to George's, and everyone who spent long nights drinking cheap beer and talking about art and everything else. Those are the conversations that affected me the most and I will remember the longest.
iii know it, has been engineered to be experiential. Every moment of our lives, conscious or not, our senses are experiencing some sort of stimulation. The input is constant. Our bodies are highly tuned sensors that inform our actions and our awareness. Our bodies are so highly tuned that it has the ability to filter out the immediately crucial stimulation from the ever present, non-pertinent information. We feel discomfort and pain so that we can react to it quickly and prevent further harm. We are aware of pleasure so we can identify its cause and seek it out. We, however, do not feel the normal. We know we are normal when we feel an absence of stimulation.
This system of sensory aversion and attraction works. The postindustrial world that I, and most likely you, exist in has been engineered to avoid the majority of discomforts and embrace the pleasure as it comes around. This means, though, that the majority of our lives are spent feeling normal and we acclimate to it. All of our stimulation gets filtered out because there is no immediate need to react to it.
My life, I guess, is normal and I find myself loosing consciousness of myself. I only realize it, though, as my existence changes from normal to something new.
Exiting the interstate after hours of driving, the change in speed, sound, and the feeling of the road stimulate me in new way to inform me to my new situation; stimulation as a reminder that I exist now. Also I have a sensation and realization that I had not felt myself for some time. Logically I know that I was real and existed here moments before, as I exist now. But I cannot prove it just as I cannot prove that I existed before I was aware of myself in a mirror. I must have existed, otherwise the awareness of an absence would never have occurred. I must have existed; I have no choice but to.
These moments of jarring or unexpected stimulation have become crucial moments, as they remind me that I am aware and that I do exist. I have been trying to use my art practice to craft these moments, to engineer experiences that will hopefully instigate some sort of heightened self-awareness, brief reminders of body, place, and existence.
BELLIES
I began by replicating recognizable parts of the human body and presenting them in a gallery setting. I was hoping that by using very recognizable forms, common to everyone, you might be able to very quickly identify with the forms. I presented bellies because we all have one, and yet none of us seem to be happy with it. You might be able to see yourself in these imperfect, soft, fleshy, and slightly androgynous forms and have a moment of self-reflection. I wanted these to act as a mirror and perhaps facilitate a little thought about our relationship with our own bellies as well as the rest of their bodies.
A WHITE BOX, WITH LIGHT
To prompt self-awareness by presenting a cast of a body part is a good gesture, though very passive. The idea of actually physically affecting a body, causing a moment of physical change, seemed a much more direct approach to engineering moments of selfawareness.
I created at large, suspended environment that could be explored and engaged with. The size and orientation designed to maximize close physical interaction and enable the subtle physical stimulation to be experienced. Vibrations are one of the more effective stimuli. It can be pleasurable or painful. They are undeniably sexual, thought they also carry the connotations of work and labor.
Regardless of its origin, vibrations travel through the body with remarkable effectiveness.
Each bone, joint, and area of flesh carries and transfers vibrations to every corner of the body. Everywhere the vibrations travel you cannot help but be aware of.
Red Plinth (240Hz) was engineered to vibrate to the limit of pleasure and discomfort. The electric red plinth was still and silent until it was stood upon. The Our self-image is a central part of our self-awareness. To alter that image is another way to instigate some reflection about our physical self and how it measures up to corresponding mental equivalents. This Is You, Here and Mirror Wall both distort ones reflection based your relationship and interaction with a mirror. By addressing and investigating your own image, the mirror vibrates and alters your reflection. The vibration quality changes based on the your physical relationship to the mirror. The reflection pulses, stretches, and pulls apart as you move closer or farther away from the mirror. You are never able to get a clear glimpse of your own reflection even though the mirror is directly reacting to your movements. There is some element of control, but the reflection never resolves it self. When in the space, you can also just stand on your own in the white walled, concrete floored room. When nothing is engaged it is a quite space with even soft light. It is a calm space.
With this installation, as with the rest of my work, I hope to facilitate a sense of body and of self. Both you and I have the opportunity to engage with the situations that I've created, as well as those that I have not, and experience self. We are real, and we are
here. There is a primacy to the body. It is the tactile, tangible part of me that informs how I feel, how I make decisions, how I go about in the world. Every time I have an opportunity to recognize and remember that, I am reassured in the validity of my existence. We exist and affect our environment. We know we exist because our environment affects us. We are here, We are real.
